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st
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Index Levels :                                                          Market Trend (Nifty):   

INDEX SUPPORTS RESISTANCES 

 

Period Current 

Trend 

Trend Reversal Point 

(TRP) 27Nifty on close 

basis 

NIFTY 
(10859.90) 

10770 / 10700 
10650 / 10550 

10950 / 11000 
11050 / 11175 

Short Term Trend*              UP DOWN BELOW 10560 

SENSEX 
(36076.72) 

35780 / 35600 
35490 / 35000 

36200 / 36560 
36620 / 37000 

Medium Term*             DOWN UP ABOVE        11050 

ITE-35* 
(15069.96) 

------------- -------- Long Term Trend*            UP DOWN BELOW 9300 

*As on 28
th

 Dec 2018                                                                                            (*Trend Reversal Point (TRP) is based on close prices.) 

Imtiaz Merchant’s Best Picks                                      Indices 
     

COMPANY 

NAME 
SIZE SECTOR 

CURRENT 

PRICE 

 

Domestic 
Indices 

Close As on 
21

st 
 Dec 

Close As on 
28

th 
 Dec 

Points % Chg 

COLGATE MID CAP CONSUMER 1320 BSE Sensex 35742.07 36076.72 334.65 0.93% 

L&T LARGE CAP 
CAPITAL 
GOODS 

1440 Nifty 10754.00 10859.90 105.9 0.98% 

VINITA 
ORGANICS 

SMALL CAP CHEMICALS 1625 
ITE Shariah 
35* 

14969.27 15069.96 100.69 0.67% 

    
S&PCNX 500 
Shariah 

    2924.89     2933.66 8.77 0.29% 

Note: (Buying should be done from a medium to long 

term perspective) 

 

Dollar/Rupee 70.07 69.94 -0.13 -0.18% 

(*Weekly yield)      
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

Market Brief- ON THE BACKDROP OF WEAK AND VOLATILE GLOBAL CUES AND ECONOMIC CONCERNS THE MARKET 

WORLD OVER FELL DRASTICALLY AND RECOVERED A BIT INCLUDING THE INDIAN MARKETS AND ENDED THE DAY AND WEEK 
MARGINALLY HIHER THOUGH WITH LOWER VOLUMES ONCE AGAIN, AND POOR MARKET BREADTH (INTERNALS). WORLD 
WITNESS ARADICAL FALL IN OIL AND COMMODITY PRICES HENCE CONFIRMING SLOW DOWN OF THE WORLD ECONOMY. 
THE MARKETS ARE LIKELY TO REMAIN IN RANGE WITH SIDEWAYS BIAS, ANY FURTHER BAD NEWS ON ECONOMIC, 
FINANCIAL OR POLITICAL FRONT WILL WITNESS A SHARP AND SWIFT FALL AND THE OUTCOME WILL BE A FATAL AND 
PROLONGED SELL OFF. HOWEVER, SELECTED STOCK SPECIFIC MOVE SHALL CONTINUE. THE COMPANIES WITH CONSISTENT 
PROFIT, GOOD GOVERNANCE AND LOW DEBT ARE LIKELY TO DO WELL ON EQUITY MARKET.  
 
FURTHER GOVT. POLICY ON REFORM AND FORTH COMING GENERAL ELECTION WILL PLAY A KEY ROLE, ACCORDING TO 
MANYANALYSTS THE YEAR OF 2019 WILL REMAIN VOLATILE AND STOCK SPECIFIC. THIS IS STILL AN INVESTORS MARKETS 
AND GOOD COMPANY STOCKS SHOULD BE BOUHGHT FROM A LONG-TERM PERSPECTIVE, SECTORS LIKELY TO DO WELL ARE 
CONSUMER GOODS, INDUSTRILS, SELECTED STOCKS FROM OIL &GAS, FINANCIALS, HEALTHCARE AND CONSTRUCTION. 
 

Technical-Technically THE MARKET IS POISED FOR RANGE BOUND TRADE WITH 10550 ULTIMATE SUPPORT 

AND 11050 ON CLOSES BASIS RESISTANCE, a close above 11050 the Nifty would initially test 11200 and then, 
markets can  witness a secular rally towards 12000 plus levels, however close below 10700 the Nifty would test 
11550 , if this happens then a prolong correction is not ruled and markets will enter the bear market , although 
according to us we have maintained that this is a corrective action and not a bear markets, however one need to 
look out for 10500 on the lower side and 11050 on higher side very closely to determine the trend going 
forward. 
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Global Indices Close Points % Chg 

Dow Jones* 23138.82 260.37 1.14% 

NASDAQ* 6579.49 25.13 0.38% 

FTSE* 6584.68 -101.31 -1.52% 

Nikkei 20014.77 -62.85 -0.31% 

Hang Sang 25504.20 25.32 0.10% 

Straits Times 3053.43 8.69 0.29% 
#as on 28th Dec 2018 

 

FII* Foreign institutional investor DII** Domestic institutional invest 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
 
           

Advance/ 

Decline 

Advance Decline AD 

Ratio 

Un-

Changed 

BSE 1592 1059 1.5:1 145 

NSE 1053 590 1.78:1 95 

Shariah 
Universe*** 659 372 1.77:1 37 

     

Institutional 

Activity 

Buy Sell Net 

(Cr) 

FII* 2531.77 2651.37 -119.6 

DII** 
3190.57 1991.17 1199.4 

News: Future Retail falls 14% in three days in a 

firm market 
 
Shares of Future Retail, the flagship company of Future 
Group, have slipped 6 per cent to Rs 484 per share, 
extending their decline in the past two days in an otherwise 
firm market. In the past three trading days, the stock slipped 
has 14 per cent after the government on Wednesday 
tightened rules for e-commerce companies. In comparison, 
the S&P BSE Sensex was up 2 per cent during the same 
period. Future Retail is engaged in the business of retailing 
a range of household and consumer products through 
departmental store facilities under various formats. The 
Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion (DIPP) on 
Wednesday issued a set of additional guidelines for foreign 
direct investment (FDI) in the e-commerce sector. The new 
regulations will take effect from February 1 next year, said 
the DIPP regulation. The government barred e-commerce 
players from forcing vendors to have exclusive deals on its 
portals. The government also aimed at enforcing a cap of 25 
per cent on the inventory that a marketplace entity or its 
group companies purchases from a vendor. “The FDI-
funded discounting was making it difficult for offline retailers 
and other players to sell effectively. These (new changes) 
will bring a level playing field in many categories,” said 
Rakesh Biyani, joint managing director, Future Retail, the 
Business Standard reported.   At 10:47 am; Future Retail 
was trading 4 per cent lower at Rs 492 on the BSE, as 
compared to 0.88 per cent rise in the S&P BSE Sensex. The 
trading volumes on the counter more than doubled with a 
combined 1.04 million equity shares changed hands on the 
BSE and NSE so far. 

 

*source: Business Standard 

News: Banks may take more than $3 billion hit 

from PNB fraud case: I-T Dept 
 
Indian banks could take a hit of more than $3 billion 
from loans and corporate guarantees provided to 
diamond companies at the centre of a massive alleged 
fraud at the state-run Punjab National Bank, the tax 
department has estimated. As of March 
2017, banks had extended loans and guarantees worth 
Rs 176.32 billion ($2.74 billion) to companies tied to 
billionaire jeweller Nirav Modi and his uncle Mehul 
Choksi, the tax department said in a note seen by 
Reuters. Since then, the loans and guarantees would 
have increased over the past year and the total "hit" to 
Indian banks "may well exceed" $3 billion, according to 
an internal note prepared by the tax authority on its 
preliminary investigation into India's biggest bank fraud 
case. According to a complaint by PNB, the biggest 
fraud in Indian banking history involved two junior 
officials at a Mumbai bank branch issuing "letters of 
undertaking" to firms linked to Modi and Choksi for 
them to obtain credit from overseas branches of other 
Indian lenders. 
 
The bank said these fraudulent transactions had taken 
place over a number of years and amounted to $1.77 
billion. None of these letters of undertaking - essentially 
credit guarantees - were recorded on the bank's 
internal software system and instead were transmitted 
through the SWIFT interbank messaging system, "thus 
avoiding early detection of fraudulent activity", the tax 
note said. It said that Choksi's Geetanjali Gems and its 
subsidiaries led by Choksi dealt with 32 banks. Among 
those that offered credit to Choksi and Modi, famous for 
his chain of stores stretching from New York to Beijing, 
were the Union Bank of India, Allahabad Bank and Axis 
Bank, the tax note said. Union Bank of India, another 
state-run lender, said on Friday it has an exposure of 
$300 million as a counter-party lender. Axis Bank, a 
private sector lender, has said it has sold all its 
exposure related to the fraud. Among the findings of 
the tax department was that several firms in which Modi 
and his uncle were involved had people of limited 
means listed as majority partners. Those people were 
not identified in the tax department note. The total loans 
in the three firms of Modi, Stellar Diamond, Solar 
Exports and Diamonds "R Us was 39.929 billion Indian 
rupees, while total capital of the partners was 4 billion 
Indian rupees, it said. It said the three firms' "trade 
receivables", or the amount being billed to customers, 
were "much higher than total turnover of the three 
companies involved in the fraud, which shows that 
goods are being sold for related party and are either 
over-invoiced or not coming at all". Modi and Choksi 
have not made any comment so far. Federal police say 
they both left India in early January and their 
whereabouts are unknown. ($1 = Rs 64.2400 Indian) 

 
*source: Business Standard 
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ITE – 35* Shariah Top Gainers & Losers 
 

#% = 3 months Return 
   

 

   

ITE – 211** Shariah Top Gainers & Losers 
 

# % = 3 months Return 
 
 
 
 

BSE Top Gainers & Losers 

Gainers Losers 

Stocks % Stocks % 

SYMPHONY 7.98% IL&FSTRANS -4.90% 

MHRIL 6.86% LALPATHLAB -2.30% 

RECAPITAL 6.31% SPARC -2.26% 

SAIL 6.20% AUBANK -2.18% 
*as on 28th Dec 2018 

 

 
 

Gainers Losers 

Stocks % Stocks % 

Reliance Industries 
Ltd. 29% Tata Motors Ltd. -13% 

Aurobindo Pharma 
Ltd. 25% Bharti Infratel Ltd. -13% 

Wipro Ltd. 22% Eicher Motors Ltd. -12% 

HCL Technologies 
Ltd. 18% 

Maruti Suzuki 
India Ltd. -11% 

Gainers Losers 

Stocks % Stocks % 

Adani Power Ltd. 60% Vakrangee Ltd. -58% 

L&T Technology 
Services Ltd. 42% 

IRB Infrastructure 
Developers Ltd. -33% 

Infibeam Avenues Ltd. 40% Avanti Feeds Ltd. -24% 

Divis Laboratories Ltd. 33% Escorts Ltd. -24% 

Aditya Birla Fashion 
and Retail Ltd. 33% Bharat Electronics Ltd. -23% 

Tube Investments of 
India Ltd. 30% 

Interglobe Aviation 
Ltd. -22% 

Alembic 
Pharmaceuticals Ltd. 29% Quess Corp Ltd. -21% 

Reliance Industries 
Ltd. 29% Raymond Ltd. -21% 

Welspun Corp Ltd. 28% 
Prestige Estate 
Projects Ltd. -19% 

Aurobindo Pharma 
Ltd. 25% Kajaria Ceramics Ltd. -17% 
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Sensex reclaims 36,000, Nifty ends at 10,860 led by 
financials 
 
Firm global cues and buying in financial and pharma counters helped domestic benchmark indices settle in 
the positive territory for the third consecutive session on Friday.  
The S&P BSE Sensex gained 269 points or 0.75 per cent to close at 36,077 while the  NSE's Nifty50 index 
ended at 10,860, up 80 points or 0.74 per cent. Out of 50 constituents on the index, 38 ended in the green 
and rest 12 in the red.  Volatility benchmark India VIX declined over 6 per cent to 15.03, indicating lower 
volatility in the market. As many as 8 stocks hit 52-week high on NSE including names such as Bata India 
and SPL Industries.  On the contrary, 48 securities hit their one-year low. On a weekly basis, both the 
headline indices rose around 1 per cent.  
 
Among individual stocks, Lemon Tree Hotels ended 9 per cent higher at Rs 75 apiece on BSE after the 
company has formed a joint venture (JV) with an affiliate of Warburg Pincus, a leading global private equity 
firm, to create a co-living platform. The stock climbed as much as 12 per cent in the intra-day trade. Real 
estate developer Peninsula Land surged 12 per cent in the intraday trade after it entered into an agreement 
to acquire 86 per cent of equity shares of Rockfirst Real Estate, thereby making it a wholly-owned 
subsidiary of the company. The stock eventually settled at Rs 11.34 apiece on BSE, up 5 per cent. 
Sectorally, media stocks gained the most with the Nifty Media index rising 48 points or nearly 2 per cent to 
settle at 2,556. Pharma and financial stocks came second on the list.  In line with benchmarks, the broader 
market, too, gained around 1 per cent. The S&P BSE MidCap index ended at 15,360, up 0.93 per 
cent while the S&P BSE SmallCap index rose 0.86 per cent to settle at 14,606.   

 

Special 26: These stocks consistently outperformed markets for 5 years 

Even as the mid-and small-cap indices underperformed in the calendar year 2018 (CY18) with a fall of 15 
per cent and 25 per cent respectively, 136 stocks beat market returns in CY18. Bajaj Finance, HDFC 
Bank, Bajaj Finserv and Havells India are among 26 stocks that have outperformed the market in the past 
five consecutive calendar years. Of these 26, Bajaj Finance, Associated Alcohols & Breweries, Garware 
Technologies, Filatex India, Tasty Bite Eatables, Aarti Industries and GMM Pfaudler have seen an over 10-
fold surge in price since 2014. In comparison, the S&P BSE Sensex and Nifty 50 index gained 69 per cent 
and 71 per cent, respectively during this period. Thus far in CY18, the BSE500 index, which accounts for 
nearly 92 per cent of the country‟s market capitalisation, has lost 4 per cent. By comparison, the S&P BSE 
Sensex and the Nifty50 have rallied around 4 per cent during this period. L&T Infotech, L&T Technology 
Services, Bata India, NIIT Technologies, HEG and Vimta Lab are among 19 stocks that have rallied over 50 
per cent in CY18. Of these, four stocks – Responsive Industries, Excel Industries, DIL and IOL Chemicals – 
have seen their market price double. 

Sector-wise, six stocks from the financial sector including banks, four from chemicals and two each from 
textiles, auto and capital goods industry gained ground. Vinati Organics is the top gainer among the list, 
gaining 57 per cent thus far in CY18. The stock of the pharmaceutical company had rallied 71 per cent in 
CY17, as compared to 28 per cent rise in Sensex. Bajaj Finance, too, rallied 46 per cent during CY18, after 
appreciating 110 per cent in CY17. In the past five years, the market value of the non-banking finance 
company has zoomed 16-fold, as compared to 68 per cent surge in the benchmark index. Analysts remain 
confident on Bajaj Finance‟s ability to continue the growth momentum and increase market share as peers 
tighten their belts, ability to sustain net interest margins and maintain customer acquisition and asset 
growth. “Despite the increased volatility and regulatory overhang, it is well placed to weather the liquidity 
squeeze and risk aversion. Premium valuations and high beta coupled with sector aversion is likely to 
induce the volatility nevertheless premium valuations are likely to persist,” analysts at Dolat Capital said in 
result update. 

Improving liquidity conditions and a favourable view on the interest rate cycle makes analysts at Kotak 
Institutional Equities bullish on the financial sector, especially the housing finance companies (HFCs). 
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“Improvement in the funding environment, rally in bond markets and a likely rate cut will augur well for rate 
sensitivities in general and HFCs in particular. We reiterate „add‟ rating on HDFC with a target price of Rs 
2,150,” they said in a recent note. As regards the overall investment strategy for CY19, experts suggest 
investors look past any election-fuelled volatility and instead focus on corporate fundamentals. “Valuations 
of Indian equities look stretched, but accelerating earnings growth from low double digits in FY 2019 to 
high-teen rates next year should contain downside. Investors should focus on bottom-up stock picking. We 
like select names in energy and utilities, private banks (including corporate lenders), chemicals, 
construction materials, and IT,” Jitendra Gohil, Head of India Equity Research at Credit Suisse Wealth 
Management wrote in a recent co-authored report with Premal Kamdar. 

 

*source: Business Standard 

 

Stock Universe for OctoberDecember2018 

Compliant Status No. of  
Companies 

Percentage of Total  
companies 

Total Market 
Capitalization 

Percentage of Total 
Market Capitalization 

Shariah Compliant Stocks 1324 34.73 8,282,099.06 59.93 

Ratio Based Shariah Non –Compliant 1620 42.50 1,681,164.08 12.17 

Industry Based Non- Compliant 866 22.72 3,855,334.27 27.90 

Total Traded Stocks 3812 99.95 13,818,597.41 100.00 

#as on 28th Dec2018 

 

 

 

 

*ITE-35 Shariah index is a well diversified Index with 35 stocks large size companies developed by Pragmatic Wealth Management research 
group. The ITE-35 Index benchmark against  Sensex& Nifty50. 

** ITE -211 Shariah is a broad based index constitutes 211 companies from large, mid and small size companies spread over 9 Shariah 
permissible sectors.  This is parent (macro Index) and it commensurate with BSE- 500 and S&PCNX 500 

*** Shariah universe comprises of companies derived (Filtered) from total traded stocks on Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE) as per Shariah norms 

Caution: Islamic Investments strictly prohibits intraday trading and Derivative trading. Stocks should only be sold upon procuring the delivery.  

Disclaimer: The recommendations made herein do not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation to buy any of the securities mentioned. No 
representations can be made that the recommendations contained herein will be profitable or that they will not result in losses. Readers using 
the information contained herein are solely responsible for their actions. Information is obtained from sources deemed to be reliable but is not 
guaranteed as to accuracy and completeness. The above recommendations and Newsletters are based on the theory of Technical & 
Fundamental Analysis Combined. © Pragmatic Wealth Management Pvt. Ltd. 

 

‘Markets are directionally efficient, meaning that today’s price reflects 

what is currently known about the future direction of the markets.’ 

 


